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joshua was rattled after parker stunned him
early. he refused to be stopped and he no doubt
suffered multiple concussions. he needed
therapy at ringside in the days following the
fight. talk about a punch to the brain. the fight is
over, but the aftermath continues for joshua.
after 12 successive wins, joshua will now face
parker, whom he has never faced. he is a two-
time olympic gold medalist, 2016 world
champion and undefeated pro. over the years,
joshua has been forced to grow up before facing
dangerous and up-and-coming fighters like
abner mares, dereck chisora, carlos takam and
alexander povetkin. this time, he is at home and
with an experienced team around him. he has
the opportunity to be the first man in history to
win three heavyweight title belts. champions
from around the world were in attendance. holly
holm is a two-time ufc women's bantamweight
champion and wba world boxing champion. at
39, she is returning to the ring for the first time
since becoming a single mom in 2014. the
35-year-old joe frazier is a former two-division
world champion who defended his middleweight
title two times and won the light heavyweight
championship in 1974. jose torres, the son of
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1980 olympic gold medalist hugo "christ-el"
torres, is 21-0 with 14 knockouts. he will make
his pro debut against york (11-0, 4 kos), a
former wbc light heavyweight champion. jerson,
a 22-year-old from brazil, is best known for
winning the may 1 world title in three rounds. i
remember in february 2015, when joshua made
his professional debut at the old trafford centre.
he was only 22, but he already had the world on
his side with a brace of olympic gold medals.
now, with the same team, he has two belts.
welcome to the big stage, @clbjoshua.
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star power anthony joshua (britain) lawrence
okolie (britain) virgil hunter (united states)

kubrat pulev (bulgaria) keith thurman (united
states) charles martin (united states) vasyl
lomachenko (ukraine) vasiliy lomachenko

(ukraine) anthony joshua (united kingdom)
jarrell miller (jamaica) jean-marc mormeck

(france) read more josh is a calm person, garcia
said. when he wakes up in the morning, he

knows what he has to do. we sat down and we
discussed the situation. if he is not injured, he's
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a very confident person. he knows what he has
to do; he wants to be the best, he wants to beat

[usyk], he wants to be better than him. the
biggest thing is for him to come and train in this
camp. it is a business for him, he wants to box
for the rest of his life. he wants to be there for

his fans. this material is for informational
purposes only and should not be construed as
medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. the

publisher is not a healthcare provider and does
not endorse any views or practices described in
advertisements on this website. this information
is provided exclusively for consumers and is not
intended for business-to-business (b2b) use. the
publisher does not assume any responsibility for

how the information is used. joshua has a
different style, but his capabilities are equally

intoxicating. his footwork is sloppy, his
combination punching is erratic and the use of
his head and shoulder remain suspect. for the
sport's public, though, his contests have been
an irresistible draw, the kind of programming

that makes for a long march and april.
5ec8ef588b
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